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The NNPC/CNL Joint Venture has been 
commended for partnering with International 
Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and 
Partnership Initiatives in the Niger Delta 
(PIND) to launch an Agripreneur pilot 
program in Delta state. The project which 
was launched on February 11, 2016 at 
PIND’s Economic Development Centre, 
Egbokodo, Warri, Delta State targets 40 
youths in the Itsekiri and Ijaw communities 
under NNPC/CNL Joint Venture’s GMoU. 
 
The Delta State Commissioner for 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Mr. 
Austin Chikezie represented by the 
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry, Mr. 
Ede Oghoro expressed delight that the 
Agripreneur program, which is in line with 
the State government’s SMART Agenda, 
will complement the government’s efforts in 
establishing agribusiness ventures for 

youths in the State. The Deputy Director 
General, Partnerships and Capacity 
development, IITA Dr. Kenton Dashiell also 
lauded the collaboration with the 
NNPC/CNL Joint Venture in implementing 
the Agripreneur program which promises to 
change the lives of youths of Delta State.  
 
Mr. Deji Haastrup, the General Manager 
Policy, Government and Public Affairs 
(PGPA) noted in his remarks that the 
objectives of the over N188 million program, 
include empowering youths to embrace 
agriculture and agribusiness as income 
generating activity and training them on 
aquaculture, cassava, plantain/banana 

production and processing. He said the 
program will facilitate the creation of 
Community Youths in Agribusiness Group 
(CYAG) to enhance the sustainability of the 
programme.  

  
  
 
A four-day training on Photography and 
Videography was organized by PPCD in 
collaboration with Partnership Initiatives in 
the Niger Delta (PIND for PPCD project 
team and representatives of New Nigeria 
Foundation (NNF), Morgan Smart 
Development Foundation (MSDF), 
Leadership Initiative for Transformation and 
Empowerment (LITE-Africa) and Accord for 
Community Development (Accord) on  
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PPCD Collaborates with PIND on Photography and Videography Training for NGOs 

NNPC/CNL JV and Partners Applauded at the Launch of Agripreneur Program 

 
Group photograph of participants at the event 

 
Mr. Deji Haastrup (L) making his remarks at the event 

 
  Participants and facilitators in a group photograph  
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January 26-29, 2016 at PPCD Office in 
Effurun, Warri, Delta State.  
 
The training which had a total of 16 
participants (10 men and 6 women) was 
designed to build the skills of participants to 
take well framed, exposed and composed 
pictures, improve the quality of pictures 
taken and use of pictorial reports to improve 
internal and external communication. 
Participants were also trained on photo 
editing and sharing techniques. 
 
Commenting on the immediate impact of the 
training, Iheke Iheanyi, LITE-Africa 
Programme Officer said “I used to take 
blurred pictures but after the training, I now 
know how to handle the camera to avoid 
blurred pictures and how to use softwares 
such as Picasa for picture editing.” In his 
words Edeki Tega, ACCORD 
Program/Communications Advisor said “I 

have learnt the three important aspects of 
photography – exposure, framing and 
composition. I understand how to use the 
various lenses of the camera and how to set 
the aperture and ISO to produce better 
pictures”. 

 
 

 

Twenty Five intelligent but indigent students 
from selected secondary schools in Delta 
State were awarded scholarships by 
Morgan Smart Development Foundation 
(MSDF) through its education assistance 
scheme in a ceremony held on February 16, 
2016 at the Morgan Smart Development 
Foundation Resource Centre, Warri, Delta 
State. The award which is the sixth edition 

of the education assistance scheme was 
given to eighteen girls and seven boys  
 
While speaking at the occasion, Dr 
Omawumi Urhobo, President/CEO, MSDF 
encouraged friends and well-wishers to 
support the Foundation in this scheme, in 
order to assist more indigent students 
achieve their academic aspirations. The 
Chairman of the occasion, Dame Florence 
Ehinlaiye, of Twin Fountain Group of 
Schools, Warri, lauded MSDF and advised 
recipients to give their education the utmost 
priority and stay away from all forms of 
vices. 
 
High points of the occasion included 
presentation of the award letters and the 
customary scholarship kit (set of school 
uniforms, school bags, school shoes, note 
books and text books) by the Chief 
Inspector of Education; Warri South Local 
Govt. Area, Dr. Michael Emeshili and other 
notable guests present at the ceremony.  

 
 
 
 
LITE-Africa is implementing a two-year project co-funded by USAID and Partnership Initiatives 
in Niger Delta (PIND) on ‘Promoting Effective Niger Delta Institutions through Improved Social 

LITE Africa Partners with USAID and PIND to Promote Effective Social 

Accountability in Niger Delta 

Morgan Smart Development Foundation (MSDF) Scholarships Award 

 
Dr.  Michael Emeshili, Chief Inspector of Education, Warri 
South LGA, presenting scholarship materials to a 
beneficiary  

 
Participants paying rapt attention to Emmanuel Nwala, 
PIND Production Coordinator as he explains the use of 
video camera and tripod 
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Accountability’ (PENDISA). The project being 
implemented in Delta and Ondo states targets 
NNPC/CNL JV’s GMoU communities of Egbema 
Gbaramatu Communities Development 
Foundation (EGCDF), Itsekiri and Ilaje RDCs. It 
is developed to strengthen transparency and 
accountability mechanisms of the ‘Niger Delta 
Institutions’ to improve  effectiveness in 
delivering their mandate to Niger Delta 
communities, increase the synergy between the 
RDCs and the Niger Delta Institutions such as 
NDDC, DESOPADEC and OSOPADEC in planning, designing and implementation to avoid 
project duplication and promote economic growth and development in the region. 
 
The project sets out to achieve its objectives through capacity building, advocacy engagements 
and facilitation of public awareness events through sharing of information from the Citizens’ 
Report Card that has become effective instruments for strengthening citizens’ voices for greater 
accountability in service delivery. Apart from LITE-Africa, other PENDISA project partners 
includes: Morgan Smart Development Foundation (MSDF) and three GMOU bodies; Egbema 
Gbaramatu, Itsekiri and Ilaje Regional Development Committees who are also expected to work 
together to achieve the set objectives. 
 
 As part of the project, LITE-Africa recently organised a multi-stakeholders’ conference in 
Asaba, Delta State and Akure, Ondo State respectively to share the findings of the ‘Citizens 
Report Card’ conducted in 16 GMOU communities in both States. The conference provided 
platform for RDC Leaders to share common concerns and seek way forward in creating more 
synergy with the Niger Delta Institutions. 
 

My Perspectives on the GMoU  
 
Create Project Management Committee in RDCs for Project Sustainability….Abiye 
 
Question: Can you introduce yourself and your role (s) in the GMoU process? 

  
Answer: Abiye Adeyemi is my name, a pioneer in the GMoU process in Ilaje 
RDC and presently the Legal Adviser to Ilaje Regional Development 
Committee (RDC) and a member of the CEMB-Ilaje RDC, in Ondo State. 
 
Question: Can you assess the GMoU process and tell us how it has 
impacted your   RDC and its communities? 
 
Answer:  The GMoU is a community-driven process padded with effective 
governance model that has verifiably strengthened transparency and 
accountability.  In an unprecedented manner, it has built the capacity of the 
people unlike in the past, to decide what they want (in terms of project and 
empowerment programs) and how they want it, thereby bringing significant 

sustainable development in the RDC Mandate areas of the Niger Delta. 
 
Question: How do you think that the community projects should be sustained? 
 
Answer:  Since the conception, planning and execution of projects is community-driven and ownership is 
given to the community, after commissioning of every project there should be, a Project Management 
Committee (PMC) in the benefiting community. Same should be replicated by the Project Review 
Committee (PRC) for the purpose of periodic review, monitoring and evaluation of status of all the 
completed and commissioned projects for sustainability. But if it is public project such as school building, 
science laboratory, hospital, etc., the appropriate government agencies must be properly consulted and 
involved from the planning stage for their inputs to ensure effective management and maintenance even 

  Barr Abiye Adeyemi 

 

 
A group photograph of participants at one of the 
trainings   
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after commissioning. This is in line with Sustainable Livelihood Assessment (SLA) as conducted by the 
key partners. 
 
Question: What new areas of development would you want your RDC and even the GMoU to focus 
on in the future? 
 
Answer:  From the last evaluation conducted on the impact of the GMoU across all RDCs in the Niger 
Delta, it is evident from the emerging issues that more have been done in the area of infrastructural 
projects. In line with GMoU+, attention should be given to  capacity building of all the stakeholders, 
human capital and socio-economic development program, skill acquisition program, women and youth 
empowerment programs, soft loan for local women on a revolving term, building the capacity of the RDC 
to be able to secure third party funding for RDC projects and programs, strengthening advocacy around 
government at all levels, traditional institutions, donors, embassies/missions, NGOs and other 
international bodies. 
 
Question:  How would you assess your RDC projects implementation strategy in the light of the 
new GMoU focus on human development and livelihood? 
 
Answer:  Human development and livelihood being one of the emerging innovations of the GMoU+ has 
now been well-articulated in all the RDCs including Ilaje RDC, going by various Sustainable Livelihood 
Assessments (SLAs) conducted and prioritized Community Development Plan (CDP) project proposal.  
Ilaje RDC now focuses more on human capacity and socio-economic development. 
 
Question: How is your RDC faring in soliciting and securing third party and sponsorship support? 
 
Answer:  Substantially, it has been challenging especially with government institutions, but for donors like 
NGOs, little has been achieved. I know of the Triple E (Educational) and Chokor Fish Smoking Oven 
projects where the RDC partnered with the NGOs. There is need for capacity building for the RDC 
leaders on proposal writing that will meet international donors’ standards. 
 
Question: What are the major problems confronting your RDC? 
 
Answer:  The scope of Ilaje RDC is too large with over-bloated members and little funding thereby 
creating communication and other administrative challenges. Other challenges include the overbearing 
control and influence of local and traditional institutions that are not well-informed about the GMoU 
process and political interference that makes smooth transition difficult. 
 
Question: What is the future of the GMoU and what should key stakeholders do to ensure 
sustainability of the process? 
 
Answer: The future of the GMoU is bright being a community-driven process. The number of sustainable 
and impactful projects recorded since its inception in 2005 are eloquent credentials of the GMoU. Key 
stakeholders should ensure peace and build better and healthier relationships among communities, 
Chevron and other key development stakeholders in the Niger Delta by bringing other stakeholders like 
NDDC, donor agencies, State and Local Government to contribute to the sustainable development of the 
RDC communities through participatory partnership.  
 
Question: PPCD and NGOs have conducted some activities in your RDC. What do you want 
included in their programmes and what other ways can PPCD and other NGOs support your RDC? 
 
Answer:  It is necessary to strengthen the capacity of the RDC through periodic and improved training, 
generation of proposal, continuous engagement of the RDC, management of RDC website, showcase of 
collective efforts and continuous engagement of the community Gender Focal Groups as it helps greatly 
in maintaining communication through participatory approach. 
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Participatory Partnerships for Community Development 
38, Johnson Duku Crescent, Opp. Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) 
Effurun GRA, Warri, Delta State.  
Tel. No: +234 (81) 22015662; +234 (70) 86677032 
E-mail: info@ppcdng.org; ppcdng@gmail.com  
Website: www.ppcdng.org  
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